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Double album of left field mutually exclusive trip the light fantastic music, album 1, Caldo, impulsive

domiciliate and Boo Boo's breaks, album 2, Freddo, easy chilled melodies with persistent vocals or

virtuoso instrumentals. 16 MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC: Dance, ELECTRONIC: Ambient Caldo Freddo

Songs Details: LATEST NEWS: Airbiscuit track 'Wonderous' set to appear on forthcoming Eidos game

'Hitman: Blood Money'. The Game will be available on PS2 and XBOX. The track 'Lately' was featured on

the Ministry Of Sound compilation 'Clubbers Guide To Summer' ealier this year and the new Ministry of

Sound compilation 'Decatrip the light fantastic'. It's also on Ferry Corsten's 'Passport to the Summer'

compliation. Airbiscuit is the brainchild of quirky production duo BooBoo Johnson and Philip Stone.

Originally from Cambridge, Uk, Airbiscuit were founded in late 2001 with a simple mission - to create

quality music with widespread appeal, irrespective of genre. Recognising that electronic music had

potential to reach people beyond the trip the light fantastic world and of all musical tastes, they spent all

of last year producing their double-album, Caldo-Freddo. Two CDs of matchless, seductive, and

intelligently produced music: CALDO, the hot stuff, uptempo trip the light fantastic in a variety of styles;

FREDDO, the chilled stuff, electronic based tracks of lounge, AOR, Jazz, pop and chillout persuasions.

From the snapping guitar riff of FIBRE to the dreamy soundscapes of SUBLIME; the lush synths and

vocals of LATELY to the 60s retro vibe of GOT CARTER and the peerless jazz influenced

WONDEROUS- just pick your mood, and go with it. 'AIRBISCUIT IS CHILLOUT HEAVEN.' Neil

McCormick, Daily Telegraph 'AIRBISCUIT AIM TO CREATE QUALITY DANCE MUSIC... AND THAT'S

EXACTLY WHAT THEY'VE ACHIEVED HERE' Pathaan, DJ Mag 'A BEAUTIFULLY PRODUCED GEM

WITH THE SWEETEST VOCAL.' M8 Magazine 'SUBLIME' IS COOL, NICE BEEFY RIFF, SMOOTH VOX

AND CRISP BEATS' I-DJ mag
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